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From the President:
Notes from the Convention
By: R. Scott House
Having successfully returned from a fine NSS
convention (my first ever, NSS convention, honest),
I'll drop some random notes.
CRF was well represented by folks from all over
the country in lots of different roles. Directors and
officers making presentations, supporting them , or
organizing sessions included me, Rick Olson, Colleen
Olson, Mick Sutton, Pat Kambesis, Joel Despain, Pat
Seiser, Rick Toomey, Aaron Addison, Art Palmer, Peri
Frantz, Bob Hoke, and others.
The floor map of Mammoth Cave (see photo this
issue) was displayed to the wonderment of hundreds of
people who spent hours wandering around on top of it.
Kudos goes to Aaron Addison and Bob Osburn who
conceived the idea and followed through; a word of
thanks also goes to those CRF members who supported the project financially .
Other posters showed off work that CRF is doing
in the Ozarks and at Sequoia/Kings Canyon.
The banquets and awards were fun. The thunderstorm that ripped through the camp was less fun
though everyone survived even if their tents did not.
Note: those little fold-up awning shelters that everyone
seems to have these days - don't buy them if you are
goi ng to experience wind ...
It was good to see and visit with folks that I don't
get to see often enough, like Bob Taylor and Roy Gold
of Missouri (the other side of Missouri), Roger
McClure, Rich Wolfert, Elaine Hackerman, Don Shofstall, and many others .
Patti and I enjoyed visiting with the Californian
contingent in the Missouri Riverways and guiding
them to a cave or two . This was before they decided to
explore the 21 Leaps of Fitton Cave in Arkansas,
wh ich is another story.
A great time was had by all. Stay involved, eh?

Cover Photo
Near the middle of Tichnor Cave the passage is
blocked with huge boulders dumped into a skylight in
the cave to allow a logging road to pass over the cave.
Rich Steiger, Lava Beds Chief Cartographer, stands
under one of several adjacent, large sky lights . The
lava flow that the cave formed in is about 10,500 years
old. Note the more or less intact ceiling that is covered
with short lavacicles . Also note the thick benches
along both sides of the tube, relics of a thick lava flow
that partly coated the existing tube late in its history.
A car-sized pad of lava partly covers the floor in this
area an d is covered with several kinds of lichens, algae, and mosses . Photo by Bruce Rogers.
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Mammoth Map of Mammoth Cave
Here's a photo (by Daniel Chailloux, and Peter
and Ann Bosted) of the map of Mammoth Cave - the
whole system! The map was on the floor of the gym
on Wednesday and Thursday at the NSS convention.
Standing left to right: Aaron Addison, Bill Walter
(who surveyed much of the cave), Peter Bosted, and
Bob Osburn (chief cartographer). Roger McClure was
one of the chief financial backers. Line plots were used
where detailed quadrangles haven't been done yet.
Word is that the map cost about 3 grand and weighed
about 400 Ibs.
Bill Walter surveyed a lot ofRoppel Cave before
it was joined to Mammoth, and Peter was secretary of
CRF for a number of years while he was chief cartographer of Lilburn Cave in faraway California.

We got this note from Aaron: "The Mammoth
Cave map represents over 50 years of exploration and
survey in the world's longest cave. Shown for the
first time in one piece, this 1"=50' scale map of the
cave stretches 60 feet in each direction. It gives a
current view of the survey and cartography efforts of
the Cave Research Foundation and the Central Kentucky Karst Coalition. Viewers were able to explore
the cave by walking around on the map."
Editor's note: The same map was on display at
Caverna Elementary School in Cave City, Kentucky,
for the recent 50th Anniversary Celebration ofCRF.
The map was also laid out on the floor of the school
gym, in the same manner as shown in the convention
photo below.
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I REGIONAL EXPEDITION REPORTS I
Lava Beds: Presidents' Day Expedition: February 17-19,2007
By: Rich Steiger (fIlling in for Expedition Leader Cyndie Walck)
Rich Steiger arrived at Lava Beds on Tuesday,
February 13,2007, to go over numerous items with
Shane Fryer (wearing his NPS Cave Specialist hat),
including the Park's cave mapping priorities and the
status of on-going mapping projects. Rich had received an advance copy of the Cave Mapping Investigators Annual Report (IAR) from Shane in order to
meet the CRF deadline for FY 2006. Steiger was assigned a seasonal ranger apartment, made all the more
fun since it was lacking dishes or utensils. Rather than
power up the entire Research Center (RC) for one person (the RC is mothballed for the winter each year and
it is with considerable effort and expense that it is reopened), often single or small groups of CRF or other
researchers are assigned to vacant seasonal ranger
apartments.
After most of a busy day spent doing an extensive
review of the Park's cave folders in Shane's office,
Rich found the upcoming weekend "head count" was
finalized at approximately 12-15 cavers arriving for
the weekend expedition and survey.
Thursday Rich started moving gear into the now
open RC and reviewed even more cave files to determine exactly what exactly was in each folder and their
level of completeness. There were a number of cave
surveys that were completed, but were without cross
sections and profiles. As a result Rich was only
slightly overwhelmed with the sheer volume of cave
maps that were not done. (Note added by Ops folks:
Rich, an architect used to working on projects with
deadlines and finish-by dates, still hasn't quite come to
grips with the idea that we will never completely finish
all the Lava Beds cave surveys in our lifetimes .. .)
There are a considerable number of cave survey starts,
but many are still incomplete. Thus it appears that
there wi ll be no lack of future cave survey work to
complete all of these. Some of these incomplete cave
surveys will be a boon to those wanting to work on a
short project. That afternoon Rich moved his gear
down into the RC and had dinner with Shane. Rich
then tactfully pointed out the two fire sprinklers that
were slow leaking in the RC. Action by the Park
Maintenance staff soon followed. That evening Rich
checked the 4 cave survey kits so that they would be
ready for the survey crews and officially opened the
RC. During the night many folks more or less quietly
filtered into the RC.
On Saturday morning, three survey teams were
assembled and underway by II :00 AM. Shane Fryer

led Cyndie Walck and Brian "Beej" Jorgensen as one
team. All three engaged in hard crawling and squeezing as they traversed a tiny lead over angular breakdown and crawling to connect Hopkins Chocolate
Cave and The Blue Grotto via one of the numerous
Natural Bridges. The nearly 400-foot-Iong connection
was then surveyed by Shane, Cyndie, and Beej until
general fatigue and rumbling stomachs said it was
nearly 5:30 PM and dinnertime.
Meanwhile, the second team entered Blue Grotto
Cave and finished inventorying part of the passage that
had not been previously completed. As this was being
completed, Peri Frantz disappeared into an unmapped
passage that led from the main Blue Grotto passage,
near the drip line, off to the right, through a very low
passage. After Peri backed out of the pinching cave,
the survey team lead by Bill Frantz, including Kristen
Ankiewicz, Peter Hemel, and Rich Steiger, began the
detailed survey of the "dimensioned challenging
space." There just was not much space to maneuver.
After four hours in the cave, they too heard the lilting
tones of the dinner bell and a short stampede was made
out of the cave. The remainder of the cave survey
would have to wait for the following day. The rest of
the evening was spent eating, cleaning, and engaging
in serious socializing.
On Sunday, February 18th, we all awoke to a
dusting oflight and fluffy snow. Despite this, three
survey teams were underground by II :00 AM. The A
Team consisted of Bill and Peri Frantz, Bill
Devereaux, Kristen Ankiewicz, Peter Hamel, and Rich
Steiger. Team B included Shane, Fryer Cyndie Walck,
and "Beej" Jorgensen. Team C was made up of Janet
Sowers plus Sara, Amanda, and Jerry Horn and Iris
Heusler who visited several caves and replaced cave
registers . Everybody was finished with their tasks and
back at the RC by 5:00 PM. All had a quiet dinner,
cleaned up the clutter, and retired for the evening.
Monday, Presidents Day, became a clean up,
pack, and administrative day. Iris Heusler and Janet
Sowers managed to enter the CRF Mapping IAR for
FY 2006 (FYI: one can enter up to 4,000 characters in
the "Description" block of the IAR so those waxing
poetically can assuage their talent. .. ). Most other folks
spent the morning packing their gear and then hove to
clean the RC, with most everybody being on the road
by about noon.
After a walk up to the Visitor Center, Bill
Devereaux and Rich went back to the Park Adminis-
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trative Building and went over a number ofCRF files
that would eventually move to the RC once secured
file space was established. Completing that task and
returning to the RC, Beej and Rich went to Maze Cave
for about a four hour romp through the main part of
the cave and then returned to the RC. Shortly thereafter Bill Devereaux headed for his home away from
home at Crater Lake National Park. After packing,
Beej hit the road and Rich started the ever-present
paperwork for the evening. Time sheets were double
checked to insure they were complete so that the NPS
folks will be happy and, more importantly, they can
get funds for all those volunteer hours. The weekend

survey totals were 788 feet of cave surveyed with 47
stations. The CRF volunteer time submitted amounted
to 550 hours, including travel. This included the new
connection between The Blue Grotto, one of the Natural Bridges, and Hopkins Chocolate Cave. Rich
wrapped up the survey notes and journal entries, and
then hit the rack at 1 AM.
After a quick "hello and thanks" from the Acting
Superintendent Mac Brock on temporary assignment
from Crater Lake, Rich hit the road at 10:00 AM on
Tuesday. All points considered, it was an uneventful
trip home after an event-filled and most productive
weekend.

Left: In this panorama, looking northeast, the cluster
of white buildings at left center is the Lava Beds corporation yard. Halfway to the left edge of the photograph is the Research Center; below it on the photo is
the new NPS Visitor Center and parking lot. Cave
Loop stretches across the middle of the photo with
upstream being to the right. Clusters of cars mark the
most popular caves along the Loop. Golden Dome and
Hopkins Chocolate Caves are almost at dead center;
The Catacombs at right center. Sentinel Cave is at the
left end of the dark-colored collapse trench that
snakes up and left at center. Valentine Cave isjust to
the left of the large Caldwell Butte at upper right.

Right: Mammoth Crater at upper left center was the
source of the Mammoth Basalt, a 36, 000 year-old unit
that many of the Monument's caves have formed in.
The partly collapsed trench angles down from the
crater to bottom center. The Heppes Caves group can
be seen as large black holes from 5, 000 feet above the
terrain. The irregular colors of the woodlands are
due to prescribed burning undertaken to reduce the
number of invasive juniper trees that have flourished
as a result of wildfire suppression over the last 80
years.
Photos by Bruce Rogers.

Lava Beds: Memorial Day Expedition: May 25-28, 2007
By: Bruce Rogers, Pat Helton, and Rich Steiger
The turnout for this expedition was smaller than
normal due to many cavers having attended the 2007
joint Western Region Speleo-Ed Seminar and Northwestern Regional meetings held the weekend before.
On the Sunday morning of Speleo-Ed, Mark Koerner
of Southern California Grotto, NSS, took Bruce
Rogers aloft in his carbon-fiber experimental lightweight aircraft for an extended tour of the monument
from about 7,000 feet. After nearly an hour of snapping photographs of the terrain, Bruce's stomach began to get out of synch with the cumulus clouds and
the pair flew back to Tulelake Airport, site of the
1942-46 WW II Japanese Internment Camp.

Nevertheless, 12 hardy souls arrived at Lava Beds
National Monument (LaB e) by late Friday, May 25th.
The focus of this expedition was to explore and survey
connections between Blue Grotto and South Labyrinth, Midden, Golden Dome, and Hopkins Chocolate
Caves. All these were part of the Labyrinth Cave System (also known as the Headquarters system) that underlay the Cave Loop area.
After brazenly asserting in 1992 at the 6th International Symposium ofVuicanospeleology that most
of Cave Loop's dozen or so lower caves would be
connected to form a system over 15,600 feet long,
Bruce Rogers undertook to actually connect the vari-
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ous segments of this complexly braided system. In
1988 Rogers had already noted the connectivity of
South Labyrinth Cave and Blue Grotto with at least
one of the adjacent segments of the Garden Bridges
area leading towards Golden Dome Cave. On the
same trip, he visually connected one of the Garden
Bridges with Golden Dome Cave, but lacked a partner
to survey the impressively jagged and tight connecting
passage. On October 10, 1998, Rogers made a connection between Golden Dome and Hopkins Chocolate
Caves via a very constricted, coralloid-covered breakdown crawl, quite to the surprise of a resident Duskyfooted Packrat. These discoveries lay unexploited
until 2007 for lack of survey personnel.
On Saturday morning, Rich Steiger (CRF's LaBe
chief cartographer) and Shane Fryer (NPS) assigned
three teams to mapping tasks on Cave Loop, in the
"downtown" part of the Monument. Shane took Cyndie Walck and James Wilson to the area of Midden
Cave and surveyed several small, but essential tubes
totaling over 415 feet of smaller passage. Liz Wolff
took Jim Wolff, Jennifer Habermann, and Greg Houston to an adjacent area to survey yet another series of
walking passage to crawlways in the same area for
nearly 300 feet. This made further loop connections in
this complex area. Meanwhile, Rogers took Rich
Steiger, Ray Beach, Ron Morehouse, and Ben Roberts
to finish off an overland survey to tie several NPS cave
marker hubs into a grid over this part of Cave Loop.
While this was going on underground, Pat Helton and
Gale Beach perused the Monument library files in
search of references for Helton's new project of compiling the origin of the just under 700 cave names in
Lava Beds.
At the close of the first day of survey, Shane's
group had completed surveying obscure and seldom
visited passages that bypassed both sides of the collapse separating South Labyrinth, Midden, and Golden
Dome Caves. Liz Wolffs group had also surveyed in
that area along yet another roughly parallel complex of
walking to crawlway to breakdown passages. All retired to a large salad and spaghetti feed that evening

followed by apple cake and ice cream with trimmings.
As someone once said,just because you're in the wilderness, doesn't mean you have to eat primitive
foods ...
Sunday, May 27, Helton and Beach returned to
extract further information out of the available records
in the Monument's library concerning the cave names
database. Dave Larson, Lava Beds Resource Manager, mentioned that he had managed to obtain contact
information on one of the Spelunking Unlimited members. This group had some extensive exploration and
some mapping in the Monument in the late 1950's, but
had disbanded years ago.
In the meantime, Rogers and crew returned to
overland surveying yet another loop near the upper
end of the Labyrinth System. They managed to tie
parts of South Labyrinth Cave to collapse trenches to
the south and [mally into another entrance of Blue
Grotto. The multiplicity of names for separate features
here has caused a great deal of confusion, but once the
surveys are completed, this will hopefully be cleared
up. As their network continued, they tied Siamese
Bridges (Black and White Caves) and Backwash Cave
into the hub survey. The afternoon was spent vainly
looking for a hub close to The Blue Grotto, a separate
part of the Labyrinth system they ' d surveyed last fall.
Eventually Jason Matejiak, Kristina Deeg, and James
Wilson returned from their surveying adventures in the
same complex area, as did Shane and Cyndie. The
entire crew looked for the elusive hub at The Blue
Grotto until Jason suddenly recalled that the reason
they were having such a hard time finding a hub was
that there was none at The Blue Grotto. Feeling a little
sheepish, we then set about relocating nearly 6 more
hubs in the Garden Bridges area to tie into the surface
network. Fortunately for all concerned, it was dinnertime so no further work was completed.
Monday saw a general clean up of the Research
Center, and most folk driving homeward. Pat, Rich,
and Bruce stayed another day to complete even more
paperwork and finish off cleaning.
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Lava Beds: Fourth of July Expedition: July 4-9, 2007
By: Expedition Leaders Pat Helton and Bruce Rogers
Wednesday, July 4: Pat Helton, Rich Steiger, &
Bruce Rogers arrive at the Research Center (RC) at
about 9:30 PM. A pair of badgers were noted on CA
Hwy 161 - Stateline Road - just west of Sheepy Ridge,
feeding on road kill and apparently oblivious to passing traffic. After moving vast quantities of material
into the building and cleaning the freezer that had been
accidentally closed for several weeks and was fuzzy
green in color, the party retired quite late.
Thursday, July 5: After a late start due to extreme
fatigue, Helton, Steiger and Rogers spent the balance
of the day modifying equipment, cleaning, and attending to administrative matters. At about noon Lava
Beds Resource Manager Dave Larson and newly arrived intern Anna Iwati arrived for a short visit. Anna
is from San Mateo in the SF Bay Area and was on
wildlife observation duty. She has been in a few caves
already and really likes them. After her tour of duty at
LaBe, we will attempt to contact her as a prospective
SFBC/NSS/CRF participant.
Preceding page, left: During the CRF Memorial Day
weekend expedition, Dr. Julie Donnelly-Nolan of the
USGS was our guest at the Research Center. Julie
had previously not only geologically mapped the
Monument, but also the entire Medicine Lake Volcano.
Here she shows the CRF folks her on-going work at
Newberry Volcano near Bend, Oregon (site of the
J 982 NSS Convention). Clockwise from left foreground: Jim Wolff, Beej Jorgensen, Ben Robertson
(hidden), Bill Frantz (hidden) , Peri Frantz (barely
visible), Lava Beds Co-Ops Manager Pat Helton, Rich
Steiger (Lava Beds Chief Cartographer), Julie Donnelly-Nolan (sitting), Liz Wolff, and Gale Beach at
right foreground. The lava tube mapping efforts of the
CRF cavers continue to assist Dr. Donnelly-Nolan in
her efforts to detail just how the extensive lava tube
systems conducted molten rock across the landscape to
form Medicine Lake Volcano between 36,000 and
J 0, 000 years ago.
Right: As part of our continuing efforts to operate in
concert with the Lava Beds staff. the CRF staffprovided a welcome lunch to the 2007 seasonal NPS employees who arrived at Lava Beds in mid-May. It appears everyone was well fed. Sharp eyes will pick out
CRF Co-Ops manager Pat Helton (lower right), Peri
Frantz (left side of rear table), and Ray Beach (on left
end of sofa). The Research Center was the site of the
Western Region, NSS, spring Speleo-Ed seminar held
the weekend before Memorial Day weekend.
Photos by Bruce Rogers.

In the afternoon the trio drove south to Tickner
Road to show Steiger the location of Tickner and Berthas Cupboard Caves. We noted that the vegetation
that has grown since about 2000 now nearly obscures
the lower, roadside Tickner Cave entrance. After
showing the entrance to Steiger, the party drove west
along the western extension of the Tickner Road to
inspect a small cave Bill Devereaux showed Rich
Steiger on the 2007 President's Day Holiday Expedition. Taking the first side spur road to the northwest
(right side), one proceeds about 1/8 mile until the road
drops steeply. Park at the bottom of the flow front and
hike back east perhaps 100 feet to a small lava tongue
emanating from the lava flow front one just drove
down. There is a small - perhaps 20 feet wide x 40
feet long - toe of lava with a small (ca 15-foot-indiameter) collapse pit at its southwestern base. In the
eastern, uphill part of the tongue is a small cave consisting of a single room about 15 feet in diameter and 5
feet high, that was floored with breakdown and inwashed, pumice-rich soil. There is a small skylight in
the back of the single chamber. On the February trip
the floor was partly covered with ice; none was present
in July.
In the western wall of the collapse pit is a relatively large passage - approximately 5 feet high and 6
feet wide - that leads steeply down to the west, but is
filled with pumice. All returned to the RC for yet another rather late dinner.
Friday, July 6: During the morning, a new lock was
fitted to the Navy Gray-painted, two-drawer equipment cabinet in the RC front room and final measurements taken to complete the lockable computer workstation to be installed in the southeast comer of the
front room. By mid-day, Brian Jorgensen ("Beej") had
arrived from the SF Bay Area. That afternoon Helton
went up to the Visitor Center library to continue researching the Superintendent's Reports while Rogers
led Steiger and Jorgensen on a course familiarization
trip to Tickner and Berthas Cupboard Caves. Many
scatters of "wrappers" (moth wings) were noted
throughout the caves. There is still an amazing lack of
trash and tourist debris in these two easily accessible
caves. After several hours inspecting these caves (that
Beej had visited many years ago as a teenager) the
crew returned for a BBQ dinner. Liz and Jim Wolff
had arrived late that afternoon and set up camp on the
trailer pad in front of the RC.
While photographing the outstandingly colorful
sunset by the entire party, it was also noted that the
pale magenta-colored Mariposa lilies (Calochortus
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macrocarpus) were in full bloom in the grassy field
between the RC and the blind collapse to the northnorthwest. That evening a sporting thunder and lightning storm passed just north of the Monument, throwing power out repeatedly. After power was reconnected, the telephone was unable to generate a dial
tone and remained thus in limbo until disconnected
late the following evening. This was reported to
David Larson, who will see that it's fixed.
Saturday, July 7: Helton adjourned to the Visitor
Center library for another day-long siege of collecting
materials for her cave name project. The balance of
the group, led by Liz, adjourned to Hopkins Chocolate
(Cup) Cave and resumed the survey of the cave with
Steiger, Rogers, Jorgensen, and Jim Wolff. Within the
stairs entrance collapse the temperature was 80°F dry
bulb reading, 54°F wet for a relative humidity (RH) of
about 35%. Nearly 8 hours later, 7 stations had been
set in mostly very small, constricted passages. Consistent magnetic anomalies bedeviled the group as well as
extremely difficult survey shots. The group noted the
large pahoehoe ropes at the northern person-traversable passage. They twist nearly ~ turn in about 2 meters length. The passage roof is studded with intact
lavacicles. The passage does not pinch out, but is far
too small for humans to traverse and blows cool air.
Some of the western margin passage was not
shown on the Waters et al. (1990) maps, and it appears
that some large, thick slabs of cauliflower lava have
been moved to allow very slender persons to make a
loop traverse through this passage southwest to the
back parts of the cave. (NB : This is apparently the

same place where it was noted that on Tuesday, Sept.
26, 1989, that several thick slabs oflava that had been
moved to block this passage by the NPS had subsequently been moved out of the way by visitors; these
were replaced and the passage again blocked by
Rogers & Helton at that time.) A reading of wet and
dry bulb thermometer temperatures showed 53 degrees
F for both readings with a RH of 100%. After several
humorous incidents involving passing NPS-led visitor
parties encountering the CRF party in unusual survey
positions, the party exited the cave via the southwestern entrances. The party noted small bone deposits in
the floor (mostly small mammal sized) and the relatively intact ceiling decorations of lavacicles and white
to dark yellowish-orange (Munsell 10 YR 6/6)-colored
coralloids.
On the return to the RC, the survey crew picked
up Helton at the Visitor Center library after a very
successful day of compiling much-needed materials.
The LaBe staff allowed her to check out several volumes of monthly and annual Superintendent Reports
for use in the RC during the weekend. Ranger Angela
Burke asked for ice cave photos for an up-coming talk
she is preparing for later July. Rogers agreed to look
at his photo files and send suitable images to her.
Approximately 450 feet of low crawlway and
squeeze way passage was surveyed, nearly a third of it
appearing on the map for the first time. This now joins
the 469 feet of passage surveyed over the Memorial
Day Expedition by Liz Wolff, Greg Huston, Jennifer
Haberman, and Jim Wolff. In adjacent Garden
Bridges, Midden Cave, South Labyrinth Cave, and
Golden Dome Cave, Shane Fryer, Cyndie Walck, Jennifer Haberman, and Greg Huston had also surveyed
passages totaling just under 264 feet over the Memorial Day Expedition that was connected with Hopkins
Chocolate (Cup) Cave.
Top: Parts of Hopkins Chocolate (Cup) Cave are less
than roomy. Here Brian "Bee}" Jorgensen painfully
advances up a very low and}agged passage towards a
pancake-shaped room that one can actually sit up in.
Bottom: In roomier environs, Bee} Jorgenson takes
one more shot down the far reaches of Hopkins
Chocolate (Cup) Cave. The cave 's name came from
the milk chocolate-colored mud in its lower passages.
Because the remnant magnetism in the lava makes
some compass bearings suspect, many shots had to be
made at the end of a one foot-long wooden stick to
space the compass away from the walls, ceiling, or
floors . Note the irregular coating of "golden" lava
tube slime on the floor and upper right ceiling. The
gold (and also silver colored) slimes are actinomycetes growing on the cave surfaces.
Photos by Bruce Rogers.
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The current party was surprised that the SW exit
passage of Hopkins Chocolate (Cup) Cave - herein
named Penny Lane because of a one-cent piece found
in its entrance - was comfortably large in size and
fairly heavily decorated with coralloids and films of
white, tan, and light brown (carbonate?) material.
They noted the abundant, largely intact lavacicles and
noted that many were sharks tooth type that, along
with many up to two-foot-Iong lava streamers/
draperies were aligned along the passage axis rather
than at right angles to it and running down the walls of
the passages. It is speculated that when this segment
of tube formed that the entrained incandescent gases
were propelled at a high rate of speed, thus causing the
lava decorations to align themselves along the tube
axis.
A single flying Cory (Corynorhinus townsendii
palenses) was seen just inside the northern exit pit.
The single Cory (judging from the wingspan and flight
behavior) was passed under by 4 of the 5 survey party
members. It took flight as Rogers passed under it,
flew back and forth at least 3 times, then disappeared
into the SW entrances area. The party speculated if
the entire party passing under it or just the appearance
of Rogers disturbed the Cory.
After returning to the RC, the Waters et. al. maps
were consulted and it was seen that the adjacent northwestern-most Garden Bridges segment appears to end
in a vertical(?) pit entry passage just to the southsoutheast of the twin exits of Hopkins Chocolate Cave.
Future trips will try to make a connection in this area.
After another late, but hearty, meal, the Wolffs
departed at about 9 PM and the balance of the crew
finally retired at sometime past 1 AM after dealing
with paperwork.

Sunday, July 8: After another leisurely rising hour,
the remaining survey crew (Steiger, Jorgensen, &
Rogers) assembled gear for a familiarization trip to
Maze Cave in the lower part of Cave Loop. Helton
continued searching the borrowed LaBe volumes for

Some lava tube entrances are not hard to find. This
large, west-facing entrance to Incline Cavern is the
result of the tube's rooffailingjust after it cooled.
This "master tube "fed 38,OOO-year-old basalt from
Mammoth Crater several miles to the south. Sharp
eyes will note the several Violet-green swallows
(Tachycineta thalassina) outlined in the darkest part
of the entrance shadow that arejlying back into the
cave after Rich Steiger, "Bee}" Jorgensen, and Bruce
Rogers entered Incline Cavern to check on the ice
jloor levels in the lowest part of the cave. Note the
invasive juniper trees that spottily cover this cold sage
desert. Photo by Bruce Rogers.

information. The field party drove to the cave and,
after some searching, found it right where it was last
seen. As Steiger entered the cave, a single Cory was
noted sleeping just inside the entrance. Calling off this
trip, the party then searched several adjacent collapse
pits to the south and southwest without finding any
caves. Shortly thereafter, the group searched for the
downstream exit of the closest Garden Bridge, again
without any success.
Rogers, however, did locate a short cavelet - ca.
26 feet long - just west of the small (about 10 feet in
diameter x 5 feet high) tumuli south of the Blue Grotto
parking area. The cave, to be named for the prolific
growth of pale pinkish-magenta-colored flowers growing within it, is part of an extensive field of surface
tubes descending westward from the main master tube
in the Blue Grotto-South Labyrinth Cave area. The
cave consists of a single, rounded chamber about 5 feet
high and 10 feet in diameter. The arched entrance
opens to the south while a small skylight opens up to
the east. A short segment leads to the west while two
low crawlways lead off for an indeterminate distance
to the northeast. Prolific growth of Desert Paintbrush
(Castelleja chromosa) and Wyoming Paintbrush
(Castelleja linariafolia) were noted in this area.
The group then hiked over to GPS the entrance
hub at Blue Grotto Cave, and then on to the collapse
sink above its upper entrance. The cave was closed
due to a Cory maternity colony so the cave itself was
not entered. The hubs for Backwash Cave and Siamese Bridges (Light and Dark Bridge) were GPS'ed as
well as that for adjacent Terrace Bridge. The overland
survey station #411 was also GPS'ed as well as the
approximate location of Blue Grotto station # 17 in
collapsed skylight. This was accomplished by perching the GPS unit at the very edge of the collapse
within 2 feet, but about 12 feet above the cave survey
station.
The group then hiked over to the Garden Bridges
segment of Cave Loop. New GPS readings for Hidden
Bridge and Garden Arch were made. The over 100° F
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heat then drove the crew back to the Research Center
for a late lunch and a cooling-off period.
At approximately 4 PM, the survey crew departed
for Incline Cavern to inspect the ice floor. After hiking to the cave from the Symbol Bridge parking lot,
the crew entered the cave, making temperature and
relative humidity readings along the passage. Just
inside the entrance at about 4:30 PM the temperature
was 70°F and the RH was 35%. The crew went along
the cave until they dropped down into the back half of
the cave and proceeded to the lower passages. There a
small pool of water and wall condensed droplets both
registered a pH of 5.0 according to pHydrion pH paper, remarkably acid for such a place. The temperature dropped to 54°F and the RH rose to 100% in the
area while still further inward an additional drop to 42°
F and 70% RH was recorded at the final chimney to
the lowest ice passage.
It was found that the ice floor at the lowest northeastern passage has melted/ablated dramatically since
the cave was mapped in June of 1989. When first
mapped, the ice floor covered the lower passage with a
thick, smooth sheet of ice. On this trip it was noted
that the ice had shrunk back to a 2-foot-wide by 15
foot-long roll along the northern wall. A similarly
wide and high irregular ice floor spanned the width of
the lower tube passage where it dives lower, but is
choked with breakdown. The room temperature was
35°F with an RH of about 110% ... more or less. The
remaining ice was very granular with individual crystals visible that ranged from I to 2 cm in diameter, and
had a pH of approximately 5.0, again according to pH
paper. Some of these crystals had melt grooves along
their margins on the clear floor segments located towards the center of the tube passage. A great deal of
white powder was noted on the ice surface. Similar
white films and powder deposits were seen covering
much of the pervasive breakdown floor throughout the
lower passages in the rear parts of the cave. Some
deposits of powder were very thin films, but some
were upwards of 2 mm thick. Another "feature" of
this lowest part of the cave was the presence of much
shattered, vesicular basalt on the ice surface. It appears that frost wedging may have splintered off

Because of the many sf....ylights in Tichnor Cave, the
fauna andflora of this tube is extensive. This brown
millipede with black 'fender skirts" is usually found
in the d,y forest litter, but plentiful food supplies in the
cave encourages visits. Being at the join between the
Cascade, Sierra-Klamath, and Great Basin provinces,
Lava Beds has an unusually variedflora andfauna,
both above ground and below. Photo by Bnlce
Rogers.

gravel- to lemon-sized fragments from the surrounding
basalt over the years.
On the return journey, Rogers noted a white, eyeless millipede about a millimeter in diameter and 2 cm
long that was crawling around the damp breakdown
just inside the twin narrow pits used to access the inner
sections of the cave. Unfortunately it disappeared into
a small fissure before its photograph could be taken.
Several very disjointed packrat nests were also noted
in the area of the mid-cave small chimneys, but no rats
were seen. No bats were seen in this winter-closed
(October to May) bat hibernating site cave.
The party retired to the cars after a short detour to
photograph the "Incline Caverns" sign that J.D. Howard had painted along the short climb needed to access
the floor of the collapse trench. The NPS hub was also
inspected and found to be very loose--it should be recemented in place before some wandering tourist
pockets it for a souvenir. Another late dinner was followed by more way-past-midnight administrative nonsense.
Monday, July 9: After another late start, the Research Center was cleaned, the materials filed and
locked up, and a clean getaway was made to the
Admin Building before noon. After visiting with Resource Manager Dave Larson, Monument Logistical
Magician Marilyn Harris, and botanist Shane Smith,
the crew headed south, arriving back in the greater Bay
Area just before it was Tuesday morning.
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Lilburn Expedition: July 6-8, 2007
By: John Tinsley, Expedition Leader and CRF-SEKI Operations Manager
A doughty band of 16 insatiable CRF joint venturers converged on Redwood Canyon from many
parts of California in order to advance the partnership
with the National Park Service in the exploration,
mapping, and study of Lilburn Cave and its related
karstic features . Activities pursued included general
maintenance of infrastructure, cave sedimentology,
structural geology, surveying, cave rescue preplanning, cave restoration, and a minor salute to the
project's 30 th anniversary this year! Actually, there is a
minor salute to the project nearly every evening following a day's caving, but I digress.
With the extensive infrastructure now in place at
the Lilburn field station, there is maintenance required
at nearly every expedition. This expedition's maintenance crew repaired a minor blowout at the base of the
small dam that creates the reservoir from which we
obtain water. During times of the year when Mays
Creek discharge is low, every drop of water is precious. And after the driest winter in several decades,
by mid-summer, Mays Creek's copious discharge is
definitely on the wane! The crew also installed a second large-particle water filter in the line feeding our
watcr storage barrels, increasing the efficiency of filtration and also enabling the summer's growth of algae between expeditions to clog 2 filters instead of
one! A brief episode of vigorous toothbrush action
quickly restores flow after displacing algae from the
filter's element. Also completed was photographic
documentation of the water system in preparation for
installation of a Giardia-grade filter to better protect
expedition members following a minor outbreak of
giardiasis earlier in the Spring. Although a minority of
expedition participants came to be sickened, the outbreak was traced to Mays Creek by implication and
medical history of CRF' s corps of expedition-watertesting "canaries." In the interim, while selecting and
installing a filter suitable for giardia filtration , we have
boiled much water and consumed much white gas in
successfully defending our guts from the multiple marauding microbes of Mays Creek. But that is another
saga in itself. As a final act of contrition, the crew
checked on the discrepancy between our solar array's
meter on the control panel and the voltage independently readable at outlets. The difference is but 0.03
volts, and it was decided to continue to monitor the
situation. The probable cause is a poor electrical connection at the panel meter within the panel (Howard
Hurtt, Eleanor Hurtt, and Roger Mortimer).
The sedimentology crew combined forces with
the structural geologist and journeyed to the Z-Room
via the Old Entrance and the Elevator passage. As the

water was low, there was a briefside trip to lower
Thanksgiving Hall, one of the more remote parts of
the Lilburn system. The low runoff last winter had not
affected the net accumulation of sediment through the
Z-Room's reach of the cave stream, as a figure of 110
inches was measured from the reference point to the
top of the gravel bed at the monitoring point. This is
no change for each of the past 3 years. The party considered swimming further south towards the South
Seas (the terminal siphon's sump) but abandoned the
idea, with the plan of returning with wetsuits later this
autumn. Marek Cichanski was treated to a view of the
shear zones exposed in the basal 12 feet of the 80-foot
Twin Pits. It is suspected that Marek will be returning
there in order to make additional observations, measurements, sampling, and interpretations concerning the
structural history of the Redwood Mountain pendant,
the pod of metamorphic rocks that includes the marble
which contains Lilburn Cave. Fofo Gonzales replaced
the corroded telephone connection at Davis Exit, and a
phone receiver with alligator clips was left inside a
sealed plastic baggie at the R-I phone connection,
pending a return with a proper telephone box making a
more pennanent installation. (John Tinsley, Marek
Cichanski, Fofo Gonzales).
Joel Despain led a crew of three to survey an
overlooked lead located between R5 and R6 in lower
River Pit A venue. Several hundred feet of survey was
obtained with several remaining highly attractive
leads. (Joel Despain, Nick Barth, Elaine Garvey).
The Cave Rescue folks continued efforts to preplan rescues for Lilburn Cave; hopefully these plans
will not be needed, but it is an investment in safety to
have thought thoroughly about these issues and to
have recorded contingency plans in advance. The immediate goal this time was to explore potential alternative routes from East Stream passage to the bottom
of Phone Wire Pit, a route that would by-pass the tight
spots and V-shaped duck-unders entering and exiting
the Anastomoses Room . A suitable route was located,
and will be flagged accordingly during a future trip.
(Roger Mortimer, Amanda Mortimer). The next day,
the Mortimers returned via Meyer Entrance with a
couple of additional helpers and flagged the new rescue route . The flagging should be helpful, as the route
is non-trivial to navigate with a number of blind or
nearly blind alternatives that could seriously annoy a
corps of litter-bearers. The party exited via the Old
Entrance after cleaning some cave formations near
Triangular Ladder (Amanda Mortimer, Roger Mortimer, Bill Frantz, Eleanor Hurtt).
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Sunday morning, Nick Barth and Elaine Garvey
de-rigged Meyer Pit, and the assembled masses had a
nice breakfast, cleaned up the cabin and hiked out of
Redwood Canyon. Most of the expedition's attendees

met up chez Mortimer to enjoy a post-expedition
swim and gala supper. All hands were well-satisfied
with the weekend effort. And the proverbial good time
was had by all.

Mammoth Cave: Memorial Day Expedition, May 25-28, 2007
By: Expedition Leaders, Rick Toomey and Elizabeth Winkler
We had a fine and uneventful expedition. It was a
bit smaller than we originally anticipated (about 30
people), because a number of people had to cancel at
the last minute. However, the people that came were
enthusiastic, flexible, and willing.
We had two long trips (Wilson Cave and Roppel).
The Wilson Cave trip was particularly successful.
Dave West, Karen Willmes, Joyce Hoffmaster, and
Elliott Stahl found some cave out in the Netherdomes
that is very unlike Wilson, mostly walking and of reasonable size. They surveyed nearly 400 feet and left at
least a dozen leads. It was Elliott's first trip to Wilson,
and he is willing to go back.
Bill Koerschner, Dick Market, Heather Levy,
Matt Mezydlo, and Fred Schumann headed out to Hog
Heaven in Roppel to climb a dome, survey a drain,
and drop an 80-foot pit. Fred belayed Dick on the
climb while Heather, Matt, and Bill mapped the drain.
The drain was blowing a gale of air, but .turned into a
total belly-crawl in water, which Heather pushed for
another 50 feet until it got too low even for her. Dick
was stymied on the climb, first by rotten rock and then
when his battery died. His dynamic rope wouldn't
have been long enough to reach the top anyway. The
80-foot pit turned out to be only 46 feet deep, and its
drain quickly became too tight. The party surveyed
some other leads in the dome, for a total of 289.1 feet.
John DeLong continued his record of taking
women who were returning to CRF after having a
baby to Pterodactyl Avenue. He, Laura Lexander, and
John Danovich entered the Doyel Valley entrance,
hoping the water level would be lower than it was in
November, but it wasn't. They checked ahead and
found that within 100 feet they regained walking/
stooping passage with minimal water. They tried to
survey through the nasty low and wet section, but difficulties with the instruments and the cold caused
them to abort the survey.
Charles Fox, Daniel Greger, and Nathan Brucker
attempted to continue the survey in Sanford Shortcut,
but their efforts were short circuited.
Rick Olson led Rick Toomey, Michael Carter,
and Max White to Dennison Cave to support a gating

project. They took measurements and photographs,
and also photographed the bear beds in the cave.
Rick Olson and Rick Toomey also went into the
New Entrance to work on some lighting projects.
Tom Brucker took several parties to Colossal
Cave to fix a variety of blunders. On Saturday, he led
Alan Welhausen and Pete Rogers to Werner Trail and
surveyed 252.55 feet. Werner Trail is an easy handsand-knees crawl that may have never been surveyed.
Tom also showed Bill Baus, Bob Osburn, and Dave
Stahl where to begin their survey in the Werner Link.
They resurveyed 276.9 feet.
On Sunday, John DeLong, Tom Brucker, and
Nathan Brucker continued the resurvey of the Link
Trail for 646.5 feet. Meanwhile, Charles Fox, Bob
Osburn, Heather Levy, Laura Lexander, and Dan Greger worked on fixing survey blunders in the entrance,
Grand Avenue, and Uncle Tom's Pool. They surveyed
a total of 466.8 feet, of which 101 feet was new survey.
We would like to thank everyone who helped
with the expedition. Bonnie DeLong did an incredible
job helping in camp. Charles Fox arrived just in time
to make sure the computers were running well so people could sign in, although Joyce Hoffmaster had
made a strong effort to get them running as well.
Daniel Greger made sure that we had ropes for the
expedition. Tom Brucker and Heather Levy stepped
and took over cooking breakfast on Saturday. Heather
was not able to help with breakfast on Sunday, since
she was still in Roppel. She did, however, come out
long enough to eat brunch and then head in with a
Colossal party. Overall, we had a really helpful group.
Helena DeLong drew all sorts of pictures that she
shared with us.
Wilson Cave - Dave West, Karen Willmes, Joyce Hoffmaster,
Elliott Stahl; Roppel Cave - Bill Koerschner, Dick Market, Heather
Levy, Matt Mezydlo, Fred Schumann; Pterodactyl Avenue - John
DeLong, Laura Lexander, John Danovich; Sanford Shortcut Charles Fox, Daniel Greger,Nathan Brucker; Dennison Cave - Rick
Olson, Rick Toomey, Michael Carter, Max White ; New Entrance _
Rick Olson, Rick Toomey; Colossal Cave - I) Tom Brucker, Alan
Welhauscn, Pete Rogers; 2) Bill Baus, Bob Osburn, Dave Stahl ; 3)
John DeLong, Tom Brucker, Nathan Brucker; 4) Charles Fox , Bob
Osburn, Heather Levy, Laura Lexander, Dan Greger.
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Mammoth Cave: August Expedition, August 3-5, 2007
Expedition Leaders, Matt Mezydlo and Janice Tucker
By: Matt Mezydlo
Several cancellations reduced the August expedition to a one-party affair. Very nice situation for a relaxed weekend, but tragic in another respect-very
low water conditions. The water was one foot below
the zero mark at the ferry. This would have been a
great weekend for pushing many low leads. We decided to do just that.
The party trekked out to Cascade Hall, with wetsuits in hand, to continue resurvey of Hanson's Lost
River. After some minor struggling, the suits were on
and we slipped into the pool near the old boat dock.
We decided to check out the upstream sump of Echo
River before heading into Hanson's. The previous
month a party noticed the sump was not sumped at all.
They were able to survey through about 80 feet of
"earwash" passage to a breakdown room . At the far
end of this room the passage sumped again. We
wanted to see if it was passable this month with the
Green River being down even more. It was not. That
sump seems to be controlled by the pool, not the river.
Back out to the pool , we headed into Hanson's. It
was another "earwash" for the first 20 feet or so and
then it opened up . We sloshed through water and mud
on hands and knees/squatting to where the previous
party had stopped. They had stopped at a fork. We

continued the survey up and to the right into dry passage. This eventually curved back around to the main
water-fill~d passage. In a few more stations the passage changed from squatting tube to standing canyon
with about 2 feet of water. This continued for the rest
of the survey. We managed to put injust over 1000
feet of survey before calling it a day. We followed the
water on the way out just to make sure the higher/drier
route was indeed a cut-around. It was. We returned to
our dry clothes, changed and headed out with no incident. It was a fun, productive trip.
On another note, several people worked on installing a new sign at the front gate to Hamilton Valley. On
Saturday, three wood poles were fabricated to receive
the new sign. Additionally, sandstone rockslblocks
were collected. A wall surrounding the sign, using
these rocks, was then started. On Sunday, the sign was
put together and concreted in place. More work was
also done on the wall. This should be completed in a
few weeks. The sign looks fantastic!
Hanson's Lost River - Spike Crews, Bob Thurner, Jim Kaufmann,
Matt Mezydlo; Sign crew - Roger McClure, John Feil, Gary Berdeaux, Preston Forsythe, Shari Forsythe, Bob Thurner, Jim Kaufmann, Matt Mezydlo.
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